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BETTER ENGAGEMENT

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

Keep buyers coming back to your site with the most useful listing information portal we have ever created. 

An overhauled layout prominently features property information that matters most, like days on market. 

Search the way you want: buyers can explore listings the way they feel most comfortable. Easy choices between list 
view, grid view and map view mean a more enjoyable browsing experience, more engagement, and more leads.

New buttons like “Narrow Your Search” help buyers narrow down their search to the right match.

Modernize your property display tool to include the latest in online real estate exploration. 

Speed it up!  Your site will load faster than ever with Compass. 

Customize it!  Do you specialize in land? Luxury or waterfront properties? Now you can have custom property detail 
views to cater to specific property types and specialties.

Simplify it!  Endless scrolling means no more “next and previous” buttons.  A mortgage calculator pulls rates daily.  
Google maps are more seamlessly integrated than ever.
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Increase lead generation with Compass, 
Union Street Media’s new property exploration tool.

802.865.3332  I  info@unionstreetmedia.com

Become an early adopter of the latest & greatest from Union Street Media—call your Account Manager today!  Price: $500 



Maximize the number of buyers and sellers that reach out to you. 

Clear lead conversion tools maximize the yield of visitors who contact you. These multiple paths to conversion 
allow a visitor to reach out to you the way they feel most comfortable. 

Analyze it! Thanks to A/B testing, we can try two different strategies at once to see what generates the most leads.

Attract more seller leads by offering a custom view for the ‘our listings’ section that stands out from the rest of the MLS.
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